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CHAIRMAN’S VIEW

Other vital tools in the fight against cargo crime
are the TAPA Security Standards and we also have
a responsibility to ensure they are improved for
our members’ use and that they address the new
criminal challenges we are facing. The time to
submit your changes to the TAPA Standards has
now passed and on pages 3 & 4, Paul Linders,
Chair of TAPA's Worldwide Change Control Board,
tells us what happens next.

CARGO CRIME
IS NOT SLOWING
DOWN AND NOR
MUST WE

Our FSR and TSR Certification Campaign,
meanwhile, is building momentum. In the
New Year you will see more of this. Our Buyer
members will receive a new Annual Directory of
companies with TAPA certification in EMEA and
we will launch our new Certification Bulletin. In
this issue of Vigilant you will also see the large
training programme we have in 2016 to help
more members to start or increase their TAPA
certification programmes. I hope this is one of
your New Year's Resolutions.

It’s December and we should be getting
ready for Christmas but the work of TAPA
EMEA shows no sign of slowing down.
The reason for this is best illustrated by the
level of cargo crime incidents reported to IIS
in November – 148. It was by far the highest
month of the year for cargo thefts recorded by
our IIS team and produced an average loss of
nearly €200,000. This represented an increase
of over 37% over the same month in 2014.
This data clearly demonstrates that cargo thieves
never slow down in their attempts to steal from
supply chains and we have to continue to accept
the challenge of staying ahead of them in order
to keep our products safe.
Technology is one of the best tools available to
us and, of course, we all use it in different ways as
part of our supply chain resilience programmes.
However, cargo criminals use technology too
and we can see they are becoming increasingly

sophisticated in how they target companies and
their products. We are all aware of the use of
simple, low cost jamming devices and how these
can block GPS signals used to locate and monitor
vehicles and goods in transit. This is only one
threat though – much bigger risks are out there as
we have discussed before at our conferences and
in Vigilant, not least cybercrime in its many forms.
As your Association, our role must be to provide
a learning environment for best practices and to
help members stay as up-to-date as possible with
not only new and emerging risks but also some
of the tools that exist, or any being developed, to
counter them. This is why in January 2016 we will
be launching a new TAPA Technology Initiative
– and you can read more about our plans in this
issue.

PARIS 13 &14

Although we provide a forum, TAPA is not just
about talking, listening and exchanging ideas. It
is about taking action. Secure parking in Europe
has been a hot topic for many years now and we
know that until there is a proper solution, the
level of truck-based crimes we continue to see
will only increase. It is not just about having more
secure parking, it is about having it in the right
places and we believe TAPA EMEA now needs to
take more of a lead role on this. Jason Breakwell
of the TAPA EMEA BoD provides more insight in
our feature ‘Nowhere to go’.
Finally, as this is the last issue of 2015, I want to
thank all our members and partners for your great
support in 2015. I especially want to acknowledge
the hard work and great achievements of our
TAPA EMEA Board of Directors and the TAPA
Admin team led by our Executive Director,
Laurence Brown. In addition to everything I have
already mentioned, work in already well under
way to prepare for our first conference in 2016 in
Paris in April. You see, our work never stops!
I wish you and your families a very happy
and healthy Christmas and New Year and a
prosperous and secure 2016.

Transported Asset Protection Association

CONFERENCE

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN APRIL 2016

Thorsten Neumann
Chairman
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SECURITY STANDARDS

MEMBERS SUBMIT 171 CHANGE REQUESTS FOR
FSR AND TSR – SO WHAT HAPPENS NOW?

Review by TAPA EMEA Standards
team – ideas that meet
objectives forwarded to
WWCCB
TAPA members invited to
submit Security Standards
Change Requests by 30
November 2015

Approved change requests
shared with TAPA members in
February 2016

Paul Linders,
Chair of the
TAPA Worldwide
Change Control
Board (WWCCB) brings us
up-to-date with the Security
Standards review process.

How does this process
work?
Prior to TAPA members becoming
actively involved, the Worldwide
Change Control Board has been
actively looking at the current
Standards over most of the last
year. In that time we have agreed
the approach to be taken in the
latest review period, established
how we need to set up the WWCCB
to support this process, and
identified what we want to achieve.
To set these goals is important
because at the end of this current
review we must have the most
viable and resilient set of standards
to support TAPA members over the
next 3 years.

As we all know, TAPA’s Security
Standards are reviewed every three
years to see if they are still in-line
with the needs of the Association’s
global members and to ensure they
can face the present threats and
risks within the supply chain.
The present Facility Security
Requirements (FSR) 2014, Trucking
Security Requirements (2014) and
TAPA Air Cargo Security Standards
(TACSS) are now under review
in order to create the new 2017
versions of the Standards.

FSR

TSR

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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SECURITY STANDARDS

MEMBERS SUBMIT 171 CHANGE REQUESTS FOR FSR AND TSR – SO WHAT HAPPENS NOW? : Continued from page 3

The WWCCB
The Worldwide Change Control Board
members are selected from global
members and are usually those involved
in the Standards Working Groups because
they have the highest level of knowledge
of TAPA’s Standards and can offer the best
input. Each region will have at least two
representatives on the WWCCB and I am
the global chair. TAPA EMEA is represented
on the WWCCB by Standards Lead and
Vice Chair, Steve McHugh, FSR Lead Mark
Gruentjes, and TSR Lead Falco Hoffman.
TAPA’s global members become actively
involved in the development of the
new Security Standards once we set the
period for their Change Requests (CR)
to be submitted. This time around, this
commenced on 1 October 2015 and
the final date to submit requests was 30
November 2015.

Where are we now?
Now that the time window to send in
Change Requests has closed, I can update
you on where we are so far.
In total, we received 171 Change
Requests globally:
•

48 from the Americas

•

14 from Asia Pacific

•

109 from EMEA

Almost 60% of these requests are related to
FSR and the rest are for TSR. There were no
requests in relation to TACSS.
These requests have been evaluated by the
regional Standards teams.
So, each CR sent in by a TAPA EMEA
member has been reviewed firstly by the
EMEA Standards team who judged each
request against the objectives we have
set for this review period, notably:

•	Or it should be recognised as a major
improvement of the total Standards,
such as in the documentation layout or
use of the Standards
This same process is obviously being
followed by our TAPA colleagues in the
Americas and Asia Pacific.
Most Change Requests for FSR are
related to:
•

General statements (13 requests)

•	The High Value cage, requirement 3.3
(18 requests received)
•

1.8, Perimeter alarm detection (7 		
requests)

•

3.7, Intrusion detection (7 requests).

For TSR, the requests cover:
•

General statements (24 requests)

•

•	It must not result in a big cost increase
at implementation

Trailer security, requirement 1.2 (12
requests)

•

•	It must be focused on present threats
and risks and not necessitate a huge
change within the present Standards

2.2; track and tracing systems (11 		
requests).

All of the other requests are spread out over
all requirements in both Standards.

•	The request must provide a clear
justification for the proposed change

Those CR's which were approved by the
regional Standards teams have been
submitted to the WWCCB for consideration.
All the others have been declined and
removed from the global list. Each region
will inform the senders directly on the
reasons for these decisions. Although
this process is not yet fully completed
we expect to have around 100 Change
Requests left on the global list to be
discussed by the WWCCB.
Following the full WWCCB approval process,
the accepted changes will be updated in
the current Standards over the coming
weeks. Due to the impact and complexity
of some of the requests, we have scheduled
a WWCCB meeting in January to discuss
these topics face-to-face and we then
expect to be in a position to share a global
list of the approved Change Requests to
members in the first week of February.
So a lot of the work has already been done
by the TAPA team and we are making good
progress. We will continue to keep you
updated on the WWCCB process.
I would like to thank those who sent in
Change Requests and also acknowledge
the excellent work being conducted by our
Standards team and the WWCCB.
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BRIGHT IDEAS

TECH
TALK
In today’s security world,
physical security remains one
of the cornerstones of any
security programme aimed at
preventing theft and reducing
loss, and physical security means
technology. Even in our own
FSR/TSR Security Requirements
technology plays a key role.
Criminals have become very technology
aware and know how to use technology to
attack security vulnerabilities as part of their
Modus Operandi. They know it enhances their
chances of success. GPS jammers, key signal
interceptors and hacking CCTV are just some
of the examples TAPA is aware of.
At the same time, the security industry
continuously upgrades existing systems and
puts new products into what is a very dynamic
market at an amazing pace. This dynamic also
allows supply chain security professionals to
optimise their protection; make it better, more
robust and at less cost.
TAPA wants to help security professionals stay
on top of these developments by keeping
them informed and sharing best-in-class
practices, and this is why we are launching the
TAPA Technology Initiative in January 2016
which will include:

2. “Tech Talk”

1. “Eye on Tech”

3. Case Studies

A monthly bullet-point update in Vigilant on
new security technology products relevant
for you, from new truck seals, track-and-trace
devices and smart cameras to entire supply
chain security suites.

As a good TAPA custom, we will also present best
practice case studies to you in a series of quarterly
articles in Vigilant where we can learn from our
members about how to implement specific
technologies into your operation.

A bi-annual publication dedicated to exploring
security technology in-depth and to enable
us to see and understand what is driving new
developments.

Keeping up to speed
with technology
might mean keeping
ahead of crime. If you
have more ideas, or
want to contribute,
reach out to
Werner Cooreman at
werner.cooreman@tapaemea.org

‘Criminals have become very technology aware and know how to use technology to attack security
vulnerabilities as part of their Modus Operandi.’
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SECURE PARKING

NOWHERE
TO GO

Every day all over Europe truck
drivers transporting loads of high
value, theft attractive cargoes are
being forced to park in unsecured
parking locations when they
need to take their mandatory rest
breaks.
This is one of the main contributing
factors to the growing number of cargo
crimes involving truck-based thefts. The
professional secure truck parks that do exist
are not always located in the right places
for transport operators while in some of
the main crime hotspots on the continent,
companies say there are no secure parking
options available to them. It is clearly a
situation that has to be addressed – and it’s
time for TAPA EMEA to take the lead.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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SECURE PARKING

WHY WE NEED TO LOCATE SECURE PARKING ACCORDING TO
RISK - AND TAPA MEMBERS KNOW WHERE THE GAPS ARE

It is well documented by TAPA
EMEA and others that the vast
majority of cargo crime incidents
are now related to trucking.
The IIS database is now largely dominated
by cases of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theft from Vehicle
Theft of Vehicle
Theft from Trailer
Theft of Trailer
Hijacking
Fraudulent Pick-up
Theft from a Moving Truck
Truck Theft

In last month’s Vigilant, of all the cargo crimes
reported to IIS during October 2015, over 83%
involved a truck in one way or another and
63.9% of these incidents occurred at unsecured
parking locations. These are statistics we now
see month-after-month.
As an industry, how do we allow this to happen
time and time again? It is not an unreasonable
question. It is hard for anyone to understand
the logic of parking a trailer full of products
worth hundreds of thousands of Euros, possibly
more, in an unprotected lay-by at night when
it only costs around €20-30 a night to use a
‘secure parking location’.

‘In France, for example, there is a good choice of secure parking
sites whereas in the crime hotspots of northern and western Germany
I can’t think of one.’
So, what’s going on? Or, to be more precise,
what’s going wrong?
First of all, it is often stated that there are just
not enough secure parking locations in Europe.
In some countries that is certainly true but it’s
not always the case. In France, for example,
there is a good choice of secure parking sites
whereas in the crime hotspots of northern and
western Germany I can’t think of one.
We clearly need to rethink our approach but
let’s start with a few facts:

EU rules on HGV Driver’s hours
1. A driver must not drive more than:
• 9 hours in a day - this can be extended to 10
hours twice a week
• 56 hours in a week
• 90 hours in any 2 consecutive weeks
And, all driving under EU rules must be
recorded on a tachograph.
2. Breaks and rest – a driver must take:
•	at least 11 hours rest every day - you can
reduce this to 9 hours rest 3 times between
any 2 weekly rest periods
•	an unbroken rest period of 45 hours every
week - you can reduce this to 24 hours every
other week
•	a break or breaks totalling at least 45 minutes
after no more than 4 hours 30 minutes
driving
So, inevitably, there is not always a secure
parking location when a driver needs to stop.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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SECURE PARKING

NOWHERE TO GO: Continued from page 7

So where do we go from here
and how can we work together
to make Europe’s roads more
secure?
I believe that TAPA can and will take a lead
on this, working alongside other bodies like
the IRU and, I hope, with the support of the
European Commission.
The first priority must be to locate secure
parking sites according to risk. TAPA
members, with the help of driver feedback,
know where most of the gaps are in terms
of comparing cargo crime hotspots with the
availability of secure parking. We know when
there isn’t any secure parking, where it is
needed and we know when the facilities that
do exist cannot provide sufficient capacity to
meet demand.
There are some very professional secure parking locations in Europe but in some
of the main hotspots for cargo crime no such facilities are available.

‘The first priority must be to locate secure parking sites according to
risk. TAPA members, with the help of driver feedback, know where
most of the gaps are in terms of comparing cargo crime hotspots
with the availability of secure parking.’
TAPA members with TSR 1 certification
must obviously take this into account
during their risk assessment and planning
processes in order to meet requirements
such as:
3.1.2 The LSP has planned routes and
stops
3.4.2 Trucks in use under TSR 1 must
never be left unattended unless at a
pre-approved (with Buyer) defined secure
parking area with fences, lights, guards,
access control and CCTV.
Plus, TSR 1 requires only hard-sided trailers
to be utilised to further protect the cargo
inside.
There are a variety of sources of information
on parking sites across Europe but closer
analysis highlights that the majority offer
little in the way of security. Of the sites listed
on the IRU TRANSpark app, for example,
our analysis tells us that only 16% have a 24
hour guard, only 1% have fences and only
25% provide floodlighting. In fact, even
basic driver facilities such as a restaurant

or sanitary facilities can be absent in nearly
40% of locations.
On its Parking Assessment Walk Through
Sheet, TAPA’s validation checklist
emphasises the need for a secure
parking to offer basic facilities, CCTV,
floodlighting, fencing, access control,
guards and asks whether it is possible
for truck operators to make reservations
or pay on account. In reality, what we
regularly see is:
•	Guards are often not provided, don’t
patrol, are not 24/7 or have other
responsibilities
•	CCTV is not always working or not
monitored
• Floodlights broken or not used
• Fencing is incomplete or inadequate
• Access control not manned/not secure
• Reservations are not possible at many sites
• Drivers must pay on arrival at many sites

Often, some transport companies ask drivers
to not only find their own parking location
but to also pay for it so they cannot always
be relied upon or expected to choose the
most secure location. Other companies
adopt a strong discipline and drivers will
park where they are told to but this process
is still hindered by the fact that many secure
parking sites do not take reservations or
allow companies to pay on account. How
much easier and more secure it would be for
all concerned if these issues were addressed
and replaced with a simple online booking
process.
At our Munich conference, TAPA had hoped
to reinforce the issue of secure parking
in Germany with a representative of the
transport Ministry. Sadly, they were unable
to attend at the last minute but what we see
in Germany is surely an anomoly. Despite
its vast flow of trade, Germany has only a
handful of secure parking sites and, as I said,
none at all in the regions where attacks on
trucks most frequently occur. Yet trucking is
a vital contributor to the country’s economy,
producing €4 billion per year in LKW Maut
(toll) income alone. I would suggest that the
operators of the 2.5 million trucks registered
in Germany deserve some more political
support as they travel over 100 billion kms a
year along the country’s highways and roads.
And, similar support is needed across
Europe, a continent on which 75% of goods
are delivered by trucks whose owners pay
over €100 billion in taxes per year.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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SECURE PARKING

NOWHERE TO GO: Continued from page 8

The Secure Parking Picture across Europe
Country
Belgium
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
U.K.

IRU
100
100
100
100
74
52
100

“Long list”
21
70
44
23
10
19
47

ESPORG
3
7
5
1
2
1
1

“Short list”
4
12
3
4
7
5
13

At first glance, this analysis by my own company, Wallenborn, shows there are numerous parking options across Europe’s major supply chain
economies but after filtering out non-secure options, there are not many to choose from, based on our own set of criteria.

These are the next steps I would
like to see:

- engage with national governments
- raise awareness with the EU. Is public
money needed?
- promote certification of truck-stops

• Buyers - prioritise secure parking
• Suppliers - make parking costs transparent
•	Truck operators - share knowledge & keep
refreshing
•	Truck drivers - report weaknesses & keep
refreshing
• TAPA:
- consider coordinated action
- define the scale of the issue
- identify where action is needed soonest
- prescribe effective measures

• Supply side - consult with users
Tackling truck-based cargo crime must
have an even greater priority in 2016 for our
Association and its members individually
because the current high levels of incidents
will otherwise only continue to increase.

‘TAPA is in the process of
putting a working group
together to look at what we
do next and secure parking
will be high on the agenda
at our conference in Paris
in April.’
Between now and then, I hope as many TAPA
members as possible will prepare their own
analysis of where the gaps are on the ‘secure
parking map of Europe’ and will come along
with this information and other ways to
make some genuine progress.

About the author:

TAPA is in the process of putting a working
group together to look at what we do next
and secure parking will be high on the
agenda at our conference in Paris in April.

Jason Breakwell is
Development & Key Accounts
Manager at Wallenborn
Transports, a TAPA TSR
certified trucking company,
and is a member of the TAPA
EMEA Board of Directors.

SEE IT
SEND IT
Over 50% of the intelligence
gathered by TAPA’s Incident
Information Service (IIS) is
generated from media reports.
If you see a reported cargo crime incident, just take a
second and send the news link to iis@tapaemea.org

TAPA INTELLIGENCE DRIVES A SECURE SUPPLY CHAIN
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DATA FOR NOVEMBER 2015

CARGO CRIME MONITOR
€198,194

CARGO
THEFT BY
COUNTRY

4

NORWAY

38

NEW CARGO THEFT
INCIDENTS RECORDED
DURING THIS MONTH

18

69
NETHERLANDS

UK

NIGERIA

148

SWEDEN

November 2015

1

AVERAGE LOSS VALUE
LAST MONTH

1

GERMANY

BIGGEST LOSS:

€1,423,710

1
1

KENYA

4

8

HUNGARY

7

2

FRANCE

SOUTH AFRICA

COSMETICS & HYGIENE
PRODUCTS STOLEN IN A
VIOLENT HIJACKING IN
LEICESTER, UK.

1

ITALY

CRIMES CLASSIFIED AS
‘MAJOR’ INCIDENTS
WITH LOSSES IN
EXCESS OF €100,000

GREECE

Number of incidents in month

CARGO THEFT INCIDENTS BY PRODUCT
November

2015

35

28

UNSPECIFIED

7
COMPUTERS /
LAPTOPS

7

NO LOAD

7
PHONES

TOOLS / BUILDING
MATERIALS

12
FURNITURE / HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

6
CAR PARTS

9

9

COSMETICS
& HYGIENE

5

MISCELLANEOUS

5
TOBACCO

TOYS / GAMES

8
CLOTHING &
FOOTWEAR

1
PHARMACEUTICALS

8
FOOD & DRINK

1
METAL

11

IIS NEWS

€1.4 MILLION LOSS OF BRANDED HAIR
DRYERS CONTRIBUTES TO THE WORST
MONTH OF THE YEAR FOR CARGO THEFTS

November was also the third highest month
of 2015 in terms of the average loss value.
Only 29 or 19.6% of the 148 incidents that
occurred last month reported a value but
these alone represented a combined loss
of €5,747,623, producing an average of
€198,194. It was also the sixth month of the
year to record an average loss of more than
€100,000.
Overall, 12 countries in EMEA reported cargo
crimes to IIS last month and included in the latest
data were seven major incidents each involving a
loss of over €100,000.

UK, after the driver of the vehicle was
approached and threatened by an attacker
with a knife. He was removed from the lorry
into another vehicle before being released
some hours later on the A634 in Barnby Moor,
Nottinghamshire.
Value: €1,085,123
Product: Tobacco
Date: 25 November

MAJOR CRIMES
Value: €1,423,710
Product: Cosmetics & Hygiene Hair products
Date: 6 November
A lorry containing hairdryers, straighteners and
curling wands individually packed in branded
boxes was stolen in Enderby,
Leicester,

32 pallets of tobacco were stolen from a truck
parked at a Services 3rd Party Facility in
the Swedish town of Nyokping in the
Södermanland region.

Value:4.1%
€977,331
Product: Headphones
Date: 17 November
Thieves took 9,000 sets of headphones from a
truck left in an unsecured parking location at a
rest area in Jönköping, Sweden.
Value: €668,323
Product: Cosmetics & Hygiene
Date: 14 November
A tractor and
trailer was
removed from
its unsecured
parking
location in
Neu Hindorf,
Rostock,
Germany, and
driven directly to a destination in Goleniow,
Poland where it reportedly waited for 32 minutes
before being taken to a parking location a
further 30 minutes drive away. It was later found
abandoned and empty by Polish police officers.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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IIS NEWS

IIS NEWS: Continued from page 11

Value: €526,008
Product: Computers/Laptops
Date: 18 November

vehicle was later found in the Ivory Park area
of Boksburg. At the time of the recovery the
driver was missing.

Following a tip-off, South African police
managed to recover a cargo of laptops and
computers that had been stolen, along with
the truck and trailer carrying it, in the early
hours of the morning following a hijacking
near Heidelberg, Gauteng
province. Officers
also managed
to arrest
three men in
Midrand.

OTHER HIGH LOSSES

Value:
€220,000
Product: Computer Games
Date: 13 November
Between midnight and
04:00, an oxy acetylene
torch was used to cut
the lock of a trailer at
an unsecured parking
location in Tilburg, the
Netherlands. Half of
the truck’s load
of computer
games was stolen
and the police
investigation is ongoing.
Value: €166,591
Product: Food & Drink –
Dairy Products
Date: 8 November
A truck carrying
dairy products was
hijacked while en
route in Boksburg
in Gauteng, South
Africa. The empty

Whilst most attention focuses on the losses
of cargoes valued at €100,000 and more,
November also saw a series of other high
losses.
110 TVs worth
€86,873
Stolen on 25
November after
the curtain
side of a trailer
was cut in the
harbour area
of Ystad in the
Skåne County of Sweden.
The truck was in an unsecured parking
location.
160 boxes of coffee machines
worth €80,000
Taken in a Theft from
Vehicle incident on 27
November after the
curtain side of a Czech
trailer was cut open
while the driver slept.
The vehicle was parked
in an unsecured parking
location on the A4
motorway near Stadtroda
in Thuringia, Germany.

truck while en route in Saint-Sébastian-onLoire in the Pays de la Loire region of France.
A shipment of sugar worth €71,535
Following this loss on
11 November in
Lagos, Nigeria, a
truck driver and an
alleged accomplice
were charged with
the theft of a truck
and goods from a
3rd Party Services
Facility.
100 packs of USB adapters
worth €70,000
Another incident
that took place at an
unsecured parking
location, this time
of the A15 highway
in Vetschau, Germany
when during the night of 19
November offenders slashed
the curtain sides of two vehicles.
Toys worth €62,325 stolen
This crime on 13 November involved a Theft
from Facility in Warrington in the UK.

Various
products
valued at
€80,000
This loss on
26 November
followed the
hijacking of a

MAKE TAPA CERTIFICATION
YOUR NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION
Email the TAPA EMEA Standards team and we’ll contact you to
offer support and advice

certification@tapaemea.org
CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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IIS NEWS

IIS NEWS: Continued from page 12

1.4%

0.6%
2.0%
2.0%
4.1%

4.7%
6.1%

TYPE OF
INCIDENTS

6.8%

52.0%

November 2015

8.2%

11.5%

Greece rarely appears in IIS cargo crime news but it took the quick-thinking of a truck driver to avert a
hijacking situation in an incident last month.

Nearly 85% of the 148 new incidents
reported to IIS in November
occurred in just three countries
•	Netherlands - 69
incidents, 46.7% of total
•	United Kingdom - 38
incidents or 25.7%
•	Germany – 18
incidents or 12.2%
Theft from Vehicle accounted for
77 or 52% of the incident types
followed by Theft from Trailer
with 17 or 11.5%. November
saw a total of 12 hijackings
reported in IIS. It won’t come as
any surprise to learn that eight
of these incidents occurred in
South Africa. There was also two
in the United Kingdom and one
in France. The other attempted
hijacking took place in Greece,
which rarely features in IIS data.

On 10 November at about 18:30, a
truck loaded with an unspecified
cargo was chased by two cars
after leaving warehouse premises
in central Greece. The drivers of
the Saab and Audi cars tried to
force the truck driver to stop but
this resulted in a 10-minute chase
and the truck driver ultimately
managing to escape by trying to
push the attackers’ vehicles off
the road. Police later established
that the cars were using stolen
number plates.

Theft from Vehicle 52.0%

Theft of vehicle 4.1%

Theft from trailer 11.5%

Robbery 2.0%

Hijacking 8.2%

Theft from container 2.0%

Truck theft 6.8%

Unknown 1.4%

Theft of trailer 6.1%

Fraud 0.6%

Theft from facility 4.7%

Theft from train 0.6%

1.4%

0.6%

6.8%

TYPE OF
M.O.

38.6%

51.4%

November 2015

IIS also recorded one Theft from
Train incident on 28 November.
Thieves in Oslo, Norway, broke
into stationary containers used by
several logistics companies and
stole mostly electronics products.

The drivers of the Saab and Audi cars tried to force the
truck driver to stop but this resulted in a 10-minute chase
and the truck driver ultimately managing to escape by
trying to push the attackers’ vehicles off the road.

Intrusion 51.4%

Forced Stop 0.6%

Unknown 38.6%

Internal 0.6%

Violent & Threat with
Violence 6.8%

Theft from Moving
Vehicle 0.6%

Deceptive Stop 1.4%

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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CRIME NEWS

IIS NEWS: Continued from page 13

2.0%

0.6%

4.1%
4.7%

10.2%

Overall, losses were recorded
in 12 IIS product categories last
month, while in 28 or 18.9% of
incidents the vehicles involved
had no load. Furniture/Household
Appliances were stolen in 12
cargo crimes. Cosmetics &
Hygiene produces were the
target in nine incidents and there
were eight losses each involving
Clothing & Footwear and Food &
Drink. The full list is shown on the
Cargo Monitor page of this issue.
Cargo thefts at unsecured parking
locations once again dominated
the IIS data in November. Of
the total 148 incidents reported
during the month, 95 or 64.2%

occurred in these locations.
Crimes at Origin Facility were the
next highest with 20 or 13.6%,
followed by thefts that took place
En Route, which were recorded in
15 or 10.2% of all cases.
In 76 crimes, 51.4% of the total,
Intrusion was the M.O. used by
cargo thieves. There were also 10
incidents involving Violence and
Threat with Violence. In 38.6%
of the 148 new IIS reports last
month the M.O. was unknown.
TAPA EMEA members can access
the full IIS data for November on
the Association’s website.

TAPA SECURITY
STANDARDS –
CONFIRMED
TRAINING DATES
FOR 2016

TYPE OF
LOCATION

13.6%

64.2%

November 2015

Unsecured Parking 64.2%

Unknown 4.1%

Origin Facility 13.6%

Secured Parking 2.0%

En Route 10.2%

Railway Operation Facility 0.6%

Services 3rd Party
Facility 4.7%

Maritime Transportation
Facility 0.6%

There are already 16 TAPA FSR and TSR training courses
planned for 2016 – and more will be added in due course.
To book places on any of these events, go to the TAPA EMEA website –
www.tapaemea.org
DATE

LOCATION

TRAINING TYPE

February 17th & 18th

Austria

TSR 2014

February 22nd & 23rd

Czech Republic

TSR 2014

February 24th & 25th

Czech Republic

FSR 2014

March 16th & 17th

UK

TSR 2014

May 11th & 12th

Sweden

FSR 2014

May 25th & 26th

Poland

FSR 2014

September 21st & 22nd

Sweden

TSR 2017

September 28th & 29th

Germany

TSR 2017 (in German)

October 5th & 6th

UK

FSR 2017

October 12th & 13th

Italy

TSR 2017 (in Italian)

October 17th & 18th

Romania

FSR 2017

October 19th & 20th

Romania

TSR 2017

November 14th & 15th

Netherlands

TSR 2017 (in Dutch)

November 14th & 15th

Netherlands

FSR 2017 (in Dutch)

December 5th & 6th

Germany

FSR 2017

December 7th & 8th

Germany

FSR 2017
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LATEST CERTIFICATIONS

LATEST FSR, TSR AND TACSS
SECURITY CERTIFICATIONS
In each issue of this
newsletter, we publish a list
of the TAPA EMEA members
that have most recently
gained TAPA FSR, TSR or
TACSS certification.
The following companies and
locations were audited by one of
TAPA EMEA’s approved auditing
partners or, in the case of Class ‘C’
or Level 3 certification, may have
been completed by an in-house
TAPA-trained person.

FSR

Company Name

FSR

Aramex - Riyadh

Country

SA

Riyadh

City

Class

A

FSR

Aramex Dammam Port Area

SA

Dammam

A

FSR

Aramex International LLC

AE

Dubai

A

FSR

DHL Express Alacant Spain S.L.U.

ES

Alicante

A

FSR

DHL Express Girona Spain S.L.

ES

Girona

A

FSR

DHL Freight Spain S.L.

ES

Madrid

A

FSR

DPDgroup Ltd

GB

Dagenham

C

FSR

DPDgroup Ltd

GB

St. Albans

C

FSR

DPDgroup Ltd

GB

Dartford

C

FSR

DPDgroup Ltd

GB

Cardiff

C

FSR

DSV Group

ES

Barcelona

A

FSR

Nippon Express España SA

ES

Barcelona

A

FSR

Panalpina World Transport (Dubai) DWC LLC

AE

Dubai

A

FSR

TNT Benelux

NL

Heerlen

C

FSR

TNT Express ADANA

TR

Adana

C

FSR

TNT Express Worldwide (Spain) S.L.

ES

Valencia

A

FSR

TNT International Express Turkey (Gunesli)

TR

Istanbul

C

FSR

DHL Express Turkey

TR

Adana

C

FSR

DHL Express Turkey

TR

Ankara

C

TSR

Company Name

Country

Category

TSR

Georgi GmbH & Co. KG - Transporte

DE

Level 1 / Category Small

TSR

Bos Logistics B.V.

NL

Level 1, 2, 3 / Category Medium

TSR

VVT Europa B.V.

NL

Level 1 & 2 / Category Medium

ARE YOU READY TO CERTIFY AND STAND OUT? IF YOU ARE, WE’RE READY TO HELP YOU.
Email the TAPA EMEA Standards team and
we’ll contact you to offer support and advice –

certification@tapaemea.org

MAKE TAPA CERTIFICATION
YOUR NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION
Email the TAPA EMEA Standards team and we’ll contact you to
offer support and advice

certification@tapaemea.org
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CERTIFICATION CAMPAIGN

WORKING WITH
A TAPA
CERTIFIED
SUPPLIER
MEANS
THERE’S NO
‘GAME OVER’
Companies whose reputations ride on the
integrity of their products use transport
and logistics partners able to
demonstrate the highest supply chain
security standards.
TAPA Security Standards are the
benchmark in supply chain security.

It’s time to start or to increase your TAPA certification programme –
and we’re here to help – certification@tapaemea.org

Transported Asset Protection Association
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CRIME NEWS

COMING SOON!
As part of its ‘STEP UP & STAND OUT’ campaign and to give Buyer members improved
visibility of companies with FSR and TSR certification in the EMEA region, TAPA will be
launching two new information sources at the start of 2016.

CERTIFICATION BULLETIN

ANNUAL DIRECTORY OF
CERTIFIED SITES

Distribution: January 2016

Distribution: February 2016

The first of a new quarterly e-bulletin listing of all
the members that successfully achieved TAPA FSR and
TSR certification in the previous quarter + a
campaign update.

A new by-country e-directory to help TAPA EMEA
members identify existing and new logistics service
providers with TAPA FSR and TSR certification.

If you want to join the growing number of TAPA members
making a supply chain security commitment to FSR and TSR
certification or plan to increase your existing certification
programme in 2016, let us know how we can help you at

certification@tapaemea.org

2016
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2015 REVIEW

10 STEPS FORWARD
Vigilant asked members of TAPA EMEA’s Board of Directors to tell us
10 areas of the Association’s progress that have pleased them the
most in 2015 – and this is what they had to say:

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION
TAPA EMEA’S working relationship with the European Commission
continues to grow with TAPA continuing to participate in LANDSEC,
the EU expert group for land transport security, as well as in other
relevant EU meetings and conferences. 2015 meetings have covered
topics such as incident reporting and standardisation of cargo
crime terminology for law enforcement. TAPA has also contributed
to the DG MOVE survey on Cladestine Intrusion. Senior EU officials,
including Robert Missen (above), Head of Unit, Land & Maritime
Security, DG Mobility & Transport, European Commission, now also
attend and participate in TAPA EMEA’s main conferences.

ENGAGEMENT WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT
TAPA has continued to improve and increase its engagement with
law enforcement bodies such as Europol, INTERPOL and TISPOL
as well as with national LEAs in countries with high levels of cargo
crime, including the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Italy
and Germany.

BREAKTHROUGH IN ITALY
ENGAGEMENT WITH NATIONAL MINISTRIES
The migrant crisis and its impact on the supply chain was
highlighted by TAPA in meetings with the UK Home Office in London
and Brussels. TAPA is also part of a consortium of trade associations
working with the German government on land transport security
initiatives, and TAPA continues to work with the Dutch government
task force addressing the issue of cargo crime. It is also now engaged
with the Swedish National Transport Security Board.

TAPA’s Italian Working Group have made significant progress in 2015
in getting the country’s law enforcement agencies to acknowledge
the need to focus attention on cargo crime. The WG has also
provided a forum for business leaders in Italy to discuss supply chain
security. This was reflected in the nearly 200 LEAs and company
delegates that took part in TAPA’s Italian Regional Conference in
Florence in October. TAPA is also looking to increase its membership
in Italy as a result of its growing profile.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19

>
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2015 REVIEW

10 STEPS FORWARD
CONFERENCE GROWTH
In 2015, over 1,100 members and other
supply chain security stakeholders have
participated in TAPA EMEA events, either
at the Association’s two main conferences
in Madrid and Munich or its regional
conferences in Italy, the Netherlands,
South Africa and the UK. These events
continue to attract high quality
speakers representing government, law
enforcement, insurers, manufacturers,
logistics service providers and security
service providers.

MEMBERSHIP EXPANSION

ENHANCEMENTS TO IIS

TAPA EMEA now has over 350 members,
including 20 new companies that have
joined the Association since its Madrid
conference in March. TAPA’s Membership
Working Group is also creating a series of
Industry Vertical membership brochures
to highlight the benefits of joining the
Association. These already exist for the
Pharmaceutical, Fashion & Retail, Food &
Drink and Consumer Electronics sectors
and more are in the pipeline.

TAPA EMEA upgraded its Incident
Information Service (IIS) in 2015 with an
enhanced search capability as well as a
new incident mapping tool. In addition
to helping members to use intelligence
to support the resilience of their supply
chains, TAPA EMEA’s IIS quarterly and
annual reports also helped to raise the
issue of cargo crime with government
departments and law enforcement
agencies.

Transported Asset Protection Association

2016
2016
CERTIFICATION CAMPAIGN
Launched in the third quarter of the year,
this three-year global campaign aims to
double the number of FSR certified sites
to 2,000 and to achieve a substantial
increase in the number of TSR-certified
operators. It is already generating strong
and growing interest from LSPs of all
sizes, including four companies with
over 2,400 locations between them
and a number of leading independent
transport and logistics companies. An
extensive and proactive campaign will
continue to be rolled out in Q1 2016.

69% GROWTH IN TRAINING
436 members completed a TAPA EMEA
training course in 2015, a 69% increase
over the previous year. 259 members
completed FSR training and 177 TSR
training over 27 separate training courses
in 14 countries. Training sessions also
took place in four local languages.
TAPA has started to look at providers of
online training tools to support internal
company training in the future alongside
its continuing face-to-face programme.
It is also working with the IRU on the
possible development of a new driver
training initiative.

PROGRESS OF SELF-CERTIFICATION
The self-certification programme for FSR
Level C and TSR Level 3 is attracting a high
level of interest from both companies
with existing FSR and TSR certifications
that want to increase their certification
footprint and first-time users of the TAPA
Security Standards. With the benefit of
free training and the fact that one TAPAapproved in-house auditor can undertake
the self-certification process for multiple
sites, the Association expects to see a
rapid increase in the number of members
with these levels of certification in 2016.
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LEA ENGAGEMENT

NEW LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMITTEE HELPS TAPA (THE
AMERICAS) CONNECT LEA’S AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN
THE FIGHT AGAINST CARGO CRIME
The 2014 TAPA (The Americas) T3 meeting in
Austin, Texas focused on networking and various
cargo crime task forces across the country were
invited to the meeting. This helped to provide
a broad picture of the latest cargo crime trends
and how the various agencies/task forces are
organised to fight cargo crime. It also increased
the networking opportunities between the
private sector and the LEA community. TAPA
(The Americas) also provided LEA members with
a private conference room to discuss ongoing
cases in a confidential setting.

An update from David Wilt on
behalf of TAPA (The Americas)
Board of Directors
The TAPA (The Americas) T3 meeting on
December 8 and 9 in Memphis, Tennessee,
was a tremendous success with its theme
of ‘Law Enforcement and a Deep Dive into
Deterrents and Detection’.
Attendees heard from members of the LEA
community and other stakeholders from all parts
of the United States as to the latest trends in
cargo crime.
This article will focus on the process TAPA (The
Americas) used to plan this meeting and the
value of committee work. More information on
the meeting itself will be covered in the January
2016 issue of Vigilant.
The foundation for the Law Enforcement
committee stemmed from the 2013 T3 meeting
in Delray Beach, Florida. A number of law
enforcement members were invited to present at
the meeting, and it was an opportunity for TAPA
to get to know the law enforcement members
who focus on cargo crime. It also gave the LEA
attendees a chance to see what TAPA is all about,
and the meeting resulted in a number of LEA
representatives joining our Association.

It also served as an opportunity to establish a
network of private sector and law enforcement
agencies and this has resulted in more
collaboration regarding criminal investigations.
For example, the networking that began
between these two agencies in Delray Beach
led to the successful investigation of five major
multi-state cargo crime theft rings and included
the arrest of at least 13 people who had been
involved in millions of dollars of cargo theft.
TAPA (The Americas) is now engaging with LEA’s
in several ways, not least providing support
to law enforcement meetings/conferences by
attending and presenting information on TAPA,
and by giving other support as needed. This, in
turn, has led to better communication between
the participating LEA’s and the private sector.

In 2015, with the launch of our Law Enforcement
committee, we have further improved the
level of networking between TAPA and law
enforcement professionals who focus on cargo
crime. It includes TAPA members from both law
enforcement and the private sector who meet on
weekly conference calls. The committee started
planning the 2015 T3 meeting and developed
the theme, the agenda and lined up the speakers
for the entire event. It also created the first TAPA
(The Americas) Law Enforcement Award for LEA
members who have gone above and beyond the
call of duty in the investigation of cargo crime.
They also organised the first TAPA (The Americas)
fundraising opportunity for members to
benefit police officers and their families. This
was accomplished by a silent auction at the T3
meeting where attendees were generous both
in terms of donating items and with their bids.
Over $4,600 dollars was raised for the Memphis
Police Association Charitable Foundation
(MPACD), which provides assistance to officers
and their families who are facing financial and
other types of distress as well as outreach to
underprivileged children in the Memphis area.
The TAPA (The Americas) Law Enforcement
Committee is a success story and is testament to
what a small focused group of TAPA members
can do through committee work. Members
greeted each other at the T3 meeting as familiar
friends as much as fellow committee members.
That is a remarkable success story for two sectors
that had very little collaboration just a few
years ago.

‘The networking that began between these two agencies in Delray Beach
led to the successful investigation of five major multi-state cargo crime
theft rings and included the arrest of at least 13 people who had been
involved in millions of dollars of cargo theft.’

TAPA AND INDUSTRY events...
21

NDUSTRY EVENTS & NEW MEMBERS

JANUARY
12 14

Perimeter Protection - Nürnberg
http://www.perimeter-protection.de/

17 19

Intersec - Dubai (AE)
http://www.intersecexpo.com/frankfurt/18/
for-visitors/welcome.aspx

27

e-Crime France - Paris (FR)
http://www.e-crimecongress.org/event/
ecrimefrance13

28

e-Crime Germany - Frankfurt (DE)
http://www.e-crimecongress.org/event/
ecrimegermany14

FEBRUARY
03 - Fruit Logistica - Berlin (DE)
05 http://www.fruitlogistica.de/en/
09 11

TB Forum - Moscow (RU)
http://www.eng.tbforum.ru/

09 12

Integrated Systems Europe
Amsterdam (NL)
http://www.iseurope.org/home.php

FEBRUARY
17 18

Logistikk & Transport - Lillestrøm (NO)
http://www.easyfairs.com/events_216/
norway-2016_69672/easyfairs-logistikk-transport-2016_69889/

21 23

ASIS Middle East - Dubai (AE)
https://www.asisonline.org/Education-Events/
Global-Conferences/2016-Middle-EastSecurity-Conference-and-Exhibition/Pages/
default.aspx

23 24

19th European Police Congress - Berlin (DE)
http://www.european-police.eu/Welcome/

23 26

Sicur - Madrid (ES)
http://www.ifema.es/sicur_01/

WELCOME OUR
LATEST MEMBERS
Please join us in welcoming the latest
companies to join TAPA EMEA:
Company

Country

Procurus Europa Ltd

GB

www.procurusgroup.com
If you are aware of any events that might
be of interest to TAPA EMEA members,
please email the details to
info@tapaemea.com

Freight 44 Limited

GB

www.freight44.com
Technicolor Polska sp. z o.o.

PL

www.technicolor.com

REGISTER
NOW!
Registration is now
open for TAPA EMEA's
conference in Paris on 13
& 14 April, 2016
If you plan to attend,
please complete your
registration on the TAPA
EMEA website as soon as
possible.

www.tapaemea.org

